Coffee System

Coffee System
Hot water and steam ‘on demand’:

Featuring a Thermobloc heating system providing access to hot
water and steam instantly. Providing you with the most perfectly
fresh, hot, cup of coffee!

Automatic purge:

Instantly cools from steaming to optimum coffee temperature, 		
ensuring the perfect latté or cappuccino, cup after cup after cup.....

Easy-froth nozzle:

www.dualit.com/coffee-system

Foolproof milk froth nozzle is designed to create perfect froth every
time, so everyone can be a barista!
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15 Bar pump:
The ideal pressure for the perfect
‘crema’ head

Extra height clearance:
Height clearance of 10cm under the
filter holder, for larger cups and mugs

Ground coffee or ESE pods:
Use ground coffee beans or opt for
no-mess ESE coffee pods

Drip tray with non-slip mat:
Convenient pop-up indicator instantly
reminds you that the drip tray needs
emptying

1.5 litre removable water tank:
Extra large water tank requires
topping up less frequently
40 second warm-up time:
From cold to ready-to-go in 40
seconds, making the Espressivo a fast
worker

Thermobloc
The Dualit Coffee System features a unique Thermobloc water heating
system. Similar to a combi-boiler, it allows the user to heat water and steam
instantly and continuously, for lashings of froth for your coffee. The result?
Less waiting time, more drinking time.
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What’s in the box
Filter holder

Easy grip, fool proof and finished with
a chrome cap

7g measuring spoon

Incorporating a tamper for ground
coffee

Easy-froth nozzle

Simple and easy to use, froth your milk
in seconds

1 cup filter

When just one cup is required

2 cup filter

Coffee for two

ESE pod filter

Easy serve espresso pods, for no mess,
fuss free, coffee

Maintenace kit

Includes 20 x filter papers, filter pin and
steam pin

20x
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Pods
It’s great to choose and grind your own coffee beans, but sometimes you
might want a cleaner, quicker option and that’s where our size 44 ESE coffee
pods come in. Each pod is individually sealed and long lasting, providing fresh,
tasty, coffee for each cup, every time. Available in five flavours, they can be
used in any ESE pop-compatible coffee machine.
Pack sizes: 14

Coffee flavours of the world

New York
Breakfast Blend

A fine morning blend to
prepare you for the hustle
and bustle of the day ahead

Weight

or 50

How to make a
Macchiato

or 140

Strength & profile
4 - Dark

100% Arabica

www.dualit.com/coffee-pods

Parisienne
Evening Blend

34
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Signature
Espresso

A well balanced after
dinner blend, perfect for
rounding off an evening’s
entertaining

The perfect espresso,
a delicious liquid velvet
coffee

3 - Medium

70% Arabica 30% Robusta

4 - Dark

90% Arabica 10% Robusta

Milano
Dark Roast

A shot of intense flavour,
for those who like their
coffee strong

5 - Dark

100% Arabica

Smooth
Decaf

A luxuriously smooth tasting
coffee but without the
caffeine – to be enjoyed any
time of the day

3 - Medium

70% Arabica 30% Robusta
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View the full
coffee range

Scan QR code

Coffee System

Coffee Grinder

Barista Kit

Dualit Limited
County Oak Way Crawley West Sussex RH11 7ST
t: +44(0)1293 652 500 f: +44(0)1293 652 555 e: info@dualit.com
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